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<table>
<thead>
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<tr>
<td>Preferred Shares</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
</tbody>
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Subject of the Disclosure
Clarification of News Report

Source
www.msn.com

Subject of News Report
"DOLE penalizes GMA Network over the death of Eddie Garcia"

Date of Publication
Aug 11, 2019

Clarification of News Report

We write with respect to the attached news article entitled “DOLE penalizes GMA Network over the death of Eddie Garcia” posted in www.msn.com on August 11, 2019. The article reported in part that:

"The Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) has penalized GMA Network over the controversial death of veteran actor Eddie Garcia.

At the conclusion of their investigation, DOLE has found GMA Network liable for not following the Occupational Safety Health standards in the workplace which resulted in the death of Eddie Garcia.

‘May imposition na (to) penalize sila ng P100,000 a day until they comply,’ said Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III.

[There is an imposition to penalize them with 100,000 per day until they comply], said Labor Secretary Silvestre Bello III.

Under the OSH law, a company who will fail to comply with the OSH standards will be fine 100 thousand per day until they were able to comply.

According to Bello, DOLE investigation found out that GMA network didn’t have a safety officer during the shooting of Rosang Agimat, where Eddie Garcia met the accident. They also failed to submit an accident report according to DOLE’s investigation result..."

This is to inform the Exchange that the Company has been fully cooperating in the investigation of the DOLE. However, as of this writing, we have not received any order or resolution from DOLE regarding the aforementioned matter."
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